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AKA the: “Mothers of Darkness Castle” & “A Thousand Points of Light”, For the
Military Tribunals of wicked, elite Luciferian Pedovores and Pedophiles to happen
ASAP We need to petition the throne of God that He will move in a mighty way in
this situation and remove anything (and anyone) that may be hindering Trump
from being able to act on this, December 5th Trials Not Hindered, The Full
Implementation of Real ID in 2020, South African Genocide of Whites, For God to
neutralize & stop the Fukishima Nuclear Radiation Contamination, Nuclear
Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide, Stopping the Big Brother
Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide, Further Vote Rigging and Stealing
of Midterms, The New Attorney Matthew Whitaker, General Trump and those
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predator & all Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, LGBT movement and the
normalization of pedophilia to be stopped, For the protection of all infants,
children, teenager and adults caught in these Luciferian/Satanic networks, For
the eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and
snuff film sources and businesses, The eradication of all abortion clinics &
Planned Parenthood worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft
from the owners and employees of these sick ‘for profit’ businesses, the
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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
++ Churches Going Contemplative--'Christianity For the Rest of Us' views toward
the Cross and the atonement have become outright hostile to those who adhere
to the: ‘Blood of the Lamb and who cling to the old rugged Cross'!!
A Lighthouse Trails reader sent us an article this week from a Pacific Northwest
newspaper* describing how members of a local church are changing the way they
practice church and view Christianity, doing away with their traditional church methods
and embracing what they call a “contemplative approach.” The article states that they
were inspired, in part, to go in this direction from reading Diana Butler Bass’ book
Christianity for the Rest of Us.
It’s no wonder a church would head in the contemplative direction if congregants are
turning to Butler Bass for spiritual nourishment. You may recall a Lighthouse Trails
article in November of 2015 about Diana Butler Bass titled “New Spirituality Teacher
Says ‘The Jig is Up’ to Those Who Believe in ‘the Blood of the Lamb.'” Bass is a
contemplative proponent, and like so many of her contemplative constituents
who wander into the contemplative prayer world, her views toward the Cross and

the atonement have become outright hostile; and those who adhere to the “blood
of the lamb” and who cling to the old rugged Cross are seen as an enemy and
hindrance to world peace and “restoration.”
Every now and then something come along that presents our case in such a
succinct and obvious way that we are compelled to share it with our readers with
the hope it will leave no question as to how serious the present situation is with
regard to Christianity in the Western world. Religious author Diana Butler Bass,
who was one of the speakers at the [2015] Parliament of the World’s Religions in
Salt Lake City, has written a book titled Christianity After Religion: The End of
Church and the Birth of a New Spiritual Awakening. In it, she makes the stunning
statement:
Conventional, comforting Christianity has failed. It does not work. For the
churches that insist on preaching it, the jig is up. We cannot go back, and we
should not want to. . . . In earlier American awakenings, preachers extolled “oldtime religion” as the answer to questions about God, morality, and existence.
This awakening is different . . . it is not about sawdust trails, mortification of sin
[putting to death the old man], and being washed in the blood of the Lamb [the
preaching of the Cross – emphasis ours]. The awakening going on around us is
not an evangelical revival; it is not returning to the faith of our fathers or recreating our grandparents church. Instead, it is a Great Returning to ancient
understandings of the human quest for the divine. (pp. 36, 99).
Contrast this with 2 Corinthians 5: 18-21, which states:
And all things are of God, who hath reconciled us to himself by Jesus Christ, and
hath given to us the ministry of reconciliation; to wit, that God was in Christ,
reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them; and
hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation. Now then we are ambassadors
for Christ, as though God did beseech you by us: we pray you in Christ’s stead,
be ye reconciled to God. For he hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin;
that we might be made the righteousness of God in him.
It could not be any more clear what’s at stake here. The term “the jig is up” is a
slang term that has the connotation of someone being caught at doing something
wrong. It has an intrinsically militant tone that is more or less saying “you’re not
going to get away with this any longer.” By Butler Bass saying “the jig is up,”
there is an underlying implication of a mounting consensus that backs up that
statement, such as what Ray Yungen and others we know recently witnessed at
the Parliament of the World’s Religions, where 14,000 people attended and where
a clear animosity toward biblical Christians was prevalent.
Inside Diana Butler Bass’ book that so openly rejects the Cross and the
atonement are the following glowing endorsements of people you have probably
heard of:
She’s spot-on prophetic, compelling, and most important, hopeful. —Rob Bell,
author of Love Wins
Join her in rebuilding religion from the bottom up!—Richard Rohr, O.F.M., Center
for Action and Contemplation and author of Falling Upward

She has a good nose to sniff out crappy religion, but she also has the eyes to see
new life budding from the compost of Christendom. Shane Claiborne, mentored
by Tony Campolo
Diana Butler Bass has a keen eye for what is happening in the Christian world
these days— so keen, she is able to see through the bad news for the good news
that is emerging. Parker Palmer
Bass as one of our foremost commentators on twenty-first century Christianity.—
Marcus Borg
I expect (and hope) that this will be the must-read ‘church book’ for every
Christian leader— clergy and lay— for years to come.” —Brian D. McLaren,
author of A New Kind of Christianity and Naked Spirituality
We hope our readers will pass this information onto to many they know and pray
it may jolt quite a number of people out of complacency or even skepticism into
the realization that what we’ve been reporting on these past nearly 14 years is
actually occurring.
What Butler Bass refers to as the “ancient understandings of the human quest for
the divine” is what the apostle Paul called the mystery of iniquity in 2Th 2:7. This
is in part where man is deceived by evil spirits into believing that man is God.
And when it comes to the preaching of the Cross, Diana Butler Bass, Marcus
Borg, Brian McLaren, Richard Rohr, and Shane Claiborne are wrong. On the
contrary to what they believe, the preaching of the Cross DOES work. People ARE
reconciled to God when they are washed in the blood of the lamb. In other words,
they’re not just wrong, they are terribly tragically wrong.
Gal 1:8 But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto
you than that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed.
And they [the saints of Jesus Christ] overcame him [Satan] by the blood of the
Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the
death. (Revelation 12:11)
“Together 2018” – “A New Jesus Movement” for a Mystical All-Inclusive
“Christianity”
October 16, 2018 by Lighthouse Trails Editors
Nick Hall’s Together event is back again (October 20-21), this year as Together
2018 at the Texas Motor Speedway in Fort Worth, Texas (which can hold around
1/2 million people). On the event’s Facebook page, it reads:
Love Matt Chandler? See him and many more for free on October 20-21 as we
bring the nation together for an event that we believe will spark another Jesus
movement!! Join us for this FREE EVENT at Texas Motor Speedway in Dallas-Fort
Worth as we #MoveCloser to Jesus and the world around us! Visit
togethergeneration.com to learn more!
On the promotional video (near the 26-second mark) on the Facebook page, it
calls this effort “a new Jesus movement” (obviously referring to the Jesus
movement of the 1970s). On the promotional video below, it lists the line up of
speakers and musicians which includes a conglomeration of popular evangelical
and charismatic celebrities including Bethel Music from Bill Johnson’s extreme
charismatic, contemplative Bethel Church, Jesus Culture (an offshoot of Bethel

Church), Hillsong, Francis Chan (who recently said God was going to kill those
who criticize Christian leaders), Priscilla Shirer (a long-time strong advocate for
contemplative prayer), her father Tony Evans, Ravi Zacharias (who will share a
platform with “anyone” in order to share “his” message), and Loren Cunningham
(founder of YWAM, which recently announced it wanted “all” YWAMers to
practice contemplative prayer).
According to an article on RNS announcing Together 2018, the “aim [is] to
promote unity and lift up the name of Jesus”:
“In an age defined by division that often labels us as those who are for and
against politics, issues and each other—Jesus invites all of us to move closer,”
said Nick Hall, PULSE founder and evangelist.
The last Together event took place in 2016. Lighthouse Trails wrote about it in our
article titled “DRESS REHEARSAL FOR A FALSE REVIVAL? – Evangelical,
Charismatic, Emerging Leaders, & Pope Francis Unite for “Together 2016” in
Washington, DC.”
The basic premise of this and other similar events happening throughout
evangelical/charismatic Christianity today is: The only way the world is going to
see Jesus is if all things and every person identifying as “Christian” unify
regardless of doctrine or beliefs. In fact, doctrine stands in the way of unity and
must be laid to the sidelines. This is how Nick Hall was able to include the Pope
in Together 2016. That is the only way to have this all-inclusive mass unity take
place. Catholic mystic Thomas Merton explained how this could happen. During a
conversation with a Sufi (Islamic mystic) teacher, Merton acknowledged that unity
and fellowship could never happen if doctrine (such as the Cross, he said) was
given precedence.
1Co 1:17 For Christ sent me not to baptize, but to preach the gospel: not with
wisdom of words, lest the cross of Christ should be made of none effect.
1Co 1:18 For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish foolishness; but
unto us which are saved it is the power of God.
Gal 6:12 As many as desire to make a fair shew in the flesh, they constrain you to
be circumcised; only lest they should suffer persecution for the cross of Christ.
Gal 6:14 But God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus
Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world.
Eph 2:16 And that he might reconcile both unto God in one body by the cross,
having slain the enmity thereby:
Merton said the only way interspiritual unity could take place is through
mysticism.1 Tony Campolo, in his book Speaking My Mind, said the same thing.
When you consider that a large number of the celebrities speaking or singing at
Together 2018 are contemplative mysticism advocates, it is easy to see that the
underlying current for this event will draw from the same fountain from which
Merton drew.
While doctrine is not equivalent to “faith,” it is the framework of our faith, and
without it, there is no Christian faith but rather a watered-down, greyed-out false
religious movement led by “another Jesus.”

Kenneth Copeland Carries On Catholic Priest Tony Palmer’s Crusade to End the
Protestant Church
As many readers may remember, in
2014 Word of Faith preacher
Kenneth Copeland invited the
Anglican priest Tony Palmer to speak
to his congregation.* Palmer, who
died in a motorcycle accident a few
months later, was an “evangelist” for
Pope Francis to convince leaders in
the Protestant church that the
reformation was over and that there
was no longer any need for division between the Roman Catholic Church and the
Protestant church. During that particular meeting at Copeland’s church, Palmer played a
video clip from Pope Francis who greeted Copeland’s congregation and encouraged
them to unite. Incidentally, Palmer also shared a similar message of unity on James
Robison’s T.V. show during that same time period.
Fast forward to the fall of 2017 where Kenneth Copeland reiterated what Palmer and
the Pope were conveying. In this video, Copeland is clearly carrying on Tony
Palmer’s message that there is no longer a need for the Protestant church to be
separated from the Catholic Church.
As Ray Yungen points out in his book, Simple Answers, many evangelical leaders,
including Rick Warren and Beth Moore, are doing their part to convince
Christians that the Catholic Church is part of the true church. If this is accurate,
then Jesus Christ can be found in a wafer (the Eucharist), and all Christians who
are not Catholics do not have the life of Christ in them because according to
Catholic doctrine, that can only be accomplished through the Eucharist (the focal
point of Catholicism). Also keep in mind that from the Catholic perspective, the
Catholic Church is the one true church and all Protestants are the “lost brethren,”
so the only way we could unify with Catholicism is for Protestants to become
Catholic. Some may think that such a unification could never happen, but as Yungen
points out in A Time of Departing, global spiritual unification is happening in the
mystical realm (e.g., contemplative prayer, centering prayer, mindfulness
meditation, etc). For countless Christians (including many leaders), who at one
time would have never considered uniting with the Catholic Church, they now see
this as a viable path as they embrace contemplative prayer and have allowed
doctrine to be superseded by mystical experiences. Now is a perfect
“opportunity” for this to happen as the current pope has shown his New
Spirituality/New Age affinities—such as proposing a new beatitude that believes
God is in everyone.
Tony Palmer with Kenneth Copeland
Play to 11:42: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtXiOzp43Yw
2Pe 2:17 These are wells without water, clouds that are carried with a tempest; to whom
the mist of darkness is reserved for ever.

2Pe 2:18 For when they speak great swelling words of vanity, they allure through the
lusts of the flesh, through much wantonness, those that were clean escaped from them
who live in error.
2Pe 2:19 While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of
corruption: for of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage.
2Pe 2:20 For if after they have escaped the pollutions of the world through the
knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again entangled therein, and
overcome, the latter end is worse with them than the beginning.
2Pe 2:21 For it had been better for them not to have known the way of righteousness,
than, after they have known it, to turn from the holy commandment delivered unto them.
2Pe 2:22 But it is happened unto them according to the true proverb, The dog is turned
to his own vomit again; and the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire.
Quotes Illustrating Kenneth Copeland’s Heretical Teachings
That Adam was God manifest in the flesh
“God’s reason for creating Adam was His desire to reproduce Himself. I mean a
reproduction of Himself, and in the Garden of Eden He did just that. He was not a little
like God. He was not almost like God. He was not subordinate to God even. ... Adam is
as much like God as you could get, just the same as Jesus. ... Adam, in the Garden of
Eden, was God manifested in the flesh.” (Following the Faith of Abraham I, 1989
audiotape, #01-3001, side 1)
God is the greatest failure in the Universe
“I was shocked when I found out who the biggest failure in the Bible actually is. ... The
biggest one is God. ... I mean, He lost His top-ranking, most anointed angel; the first
man He ever created; the first woman He ever created; the whole earth and all the
Fullness therein; a third of the angels, at least—that’s a big loss, man ... Now, the
reason you don’t think of God as a failure is He never said He’s a failure. And you’re not
a failure till you say you’re one.” (Praise-a-Thon program on TBN [April 1988] )
Exposed: The Toronto Blessing 1of 21 (WARNING: Very Graphic!)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-N-LedZdve8
++ 'Anger, Vitriol and Venom' From the Parliament of the World’s Religions: How
interesting that the motto for the 2018 Parliament was 'The Promise of Inclusion,
the Power of Love.' But as Carl Teichrib states below, that love only extends to
those who agree

Carl Teichrib attended the Parliament
of the World’s Religions in Toronto,
Ontario as part of his research
ministry. Below are comments Carl
made on his Facebook page about
his time there. We are reposting
them with his permission. The
photos were taken by Carl at the
Parliament. Also be sure and see the
links below to articles from the 2015
Parliament in Salt Lake City, Utah.
During that Parliament (in 2015), one
of the speakers was Diana Butler
Bass. In a 2017 book she wrote, she
said “the jig is up” for those who believe in “the blood of the Lamb.” The late Ray
Yungen attended the 2015 Parliament of the World’s Religions and said if there
was one main theme that stood out at the event it was hostility against Biblebelieving Christians. Brian McLaren and other emergent “Christians” spoke at the
2015 Parliament claiming that they represented the “new” Christianity. How
interesting that the motto for the 2018 Parliament was “The Promise of Inclusion,
the Power of Love.” But as Carl Teichrib states below, that love only extends to
those who agree with them.
By Carl Teichrib
November 2: Yesterday was the first day of the Parliament of Worlds Religions in
Toronto, which was primarily comprised of opening ceremonies. Speakers
included the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario, our federal minister of immigration,
a video message from the Dalai Lama, various Parliament leaders (including one
who is an executive with the World Federalist Movement), and a talk by Jim Wallis
(was openly hostile to Republicans and conservatives). Here are some pics.
<< A progressive Baptist minister showing her
hate for the newly elected Supreme Court Justice
November 4: At the Parliament talk, “The United
Nations: A Catalyst for Interfaith Action.” Three
on the panel are officials with the United
Religions Initiative, another is a URI supporter
who chaired the International Day of Yoga
Committee at the UN, and a Senior Advisor with
the UNFPA.
Years ago I attended the URI Global Summit. If
you want to understand the connection between the
URI, interfaithism, and global governance, then you
must read the chapter, “Spiritual Politics,” in Game of
Gods.
November 6: During the plenary this morning at
the Parliament of the Worlds Religions, one of
the faith speakers advocated for a “world

government and a world parliament.” If you’ve read Game of Gods, you’ll know
just how intertwined the interfaith movement is with the idea of world
government.

“The United Nations: A Catalyst for Interfaith Action.”
November 8: I’ve attended a range of events during the past 25 years; Christian
conferences and liberty-minded events, and scores of interfaith, global
government, and Pagan gatherings. And I’ve heard disparaging and disrespectful
talk from all sides, but this Parliament of the World’s Religions takes the cake.
Anger, vitriol and venom, poured from the gathering.
Here is one example: A progressive Baptist minister, utilizing the Buddhist sand
mandala technique, created an art piece of Kali – goddess of death and
destruction – to express her hatred of the recently appointed Supreme Court
judge, and those who confirmed him. Then, at the end of the week – with a group
of religious progressives – they celebrated his hoped-for downfall with a danceinvocation to Kali.
The Parliament’s theme was
inclusion and love, extended to
those who conform to their
narrative.

Progressive, emergent leader, Jim Wallis

(To see enlargements of the photos, go to Carl’s FB page. )
Related Articles:
Eye Witness Account at Parliament of the World’s Religions 2015 Reveals
Growing Animosity Toward Biblical Christians
Letter to the Editor: Parliament of the World’s Religions Seeks “Global Collective
Mission” and “Interfaith Harmony”
From: Jodi
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 3:44 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: not too late
Hey Scott, So I had another dream several days ago and I decided I wasn't going to
share it with you because I honestly don't want to bog you down with more stuff, as I
know you have a lot on your plate already. After I had the dream my husband told me
he felt I should share it with you, but I was hesitant because it seemed too soon (since I
had just shared the other one). I have sat on this and decided in my own heart to leave
it there. The longer I have kept it to myself the more unrest I have had in my spirit.
Tonight I went to bed and God woke me up several times and told me to send this to
you. Forgive me if this is burdensome to you in any way. What you do with it from here
is up to you. I just had to be obedient in passing it on to you. God bless.
Here is the latest dream that I had:
My husband and I were in the woods that lay near the very edge of what I’m assuming
was our property. I was on the phone talking to someone we know and commenting on
something political in nature, when my husband said something to me in the
background, low enough so the person on the other end of the phone couldn’t hear: he
mentioned that the person I was speaking to would never get what I was trying to
explain to him. The person I was speaking to is someone who is very set in his ways
and isn’t easily persuaded. After talking a few minutes more, I heard something in this
wooded area that I thought might be a bear or some kind of wild animal. I told my
husband that I was going to walk back to our property. He stayed back for a bit. When I

arrived back to our huge yard I was standing on the outside of some type of makeshift
kennel or fenced area for our two huge dogs and their newly born puppies. Now I have
to tell you that this fenced area was just a cheaply made fence that let the dogs know
they had to stay in that area of the yard. As I was standing there, I looked behind me
and there running out of the woods was a wild boar, and it was running right towards
me. I and one of my kids stepped into the the chicken coop area and the wild boar went
straight for our dogs, breaking through that fence with total ease. Our huge English
Mastiff dogs were no match for the boar and it proceeded to devour the puppies. I was
screaming for my husband and he came running out of the woods. He could do nothing
to stop the boar, and I remember feeling so angry and yelling that we were so foolish to
not have been better prepared for something like this, and that we should have had a
some type of gun to ward off wild animals if we were going to live out here.
And then I woke up.
When I woke up, this Bible verse kept playing over and over in my mind: “The boar out
of the wood doth waste it, and the wild beast of the field doth devour it.” (Psalm 80:13)
Interpretation:
~The boar was symbolic of the enemies in our lives as Christians, and of the enemies of
the children of this world.
~The large mastiff dogs were symbolic of the majority of the church who are asleep but
who think they are just fine. They are not able to protect themselves, nor their own
children.
~The puppies that were being devoured by the wild boar are symbolic of the children
who are being ravaged and devoured via sex trafficking. The church has been asleep
and not praying against these things, and while they have done little to come against all
of this, there are deeply evil and perverted people trying to get laws passed right now
that would give them freedom to rape children without the penalties of the law.
~The poorly made fencing surrounding the dogs is symbolic of the false sense of
security that has hushed the Church to sleep. The very things they think are keeping
them exempt from the enemy’s attack, are the things that are actually making they and
their children vulnerable. They are wide open for attack and deception, but they can’t
see it. “Because thou sayest, I am rich, and increased with goods, and have need of
nothing; and knowest not that thou art wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind,
and naked:” (Revelation 3:17)
~Myself and my husband were symbolic of the remnant of Christians who are actually
awake but who have not been preparing like they should. I was so regretful and mad at
myself for not having a strong fence around those puppies to keep enemies out, and for
not having a gun to ward off any predators. It grieved me as I watched those puppies
being devoured by the wild boar. It was too late to do anything and I wished I had
prepared. This dream is a warning to the remnant of the church who are awake probably you who are reading this.
~The man I was speaking to on the phone while all of this was taking place was
symbolic of a group of Christians that are operating in the Church today. They are the
ones who think they have all the answers but they deny that God still speaks to His
children today. They are part of the cessation theology movement. The Holy Spirit has
been expelled from their churches a long time ago, but they are unable to discern
this truth. They deny that anyone could possibly be healed today or that their

could be any miracles, dreams, prophecies, etc. They think anything to do with
spiritual warfare is silly. They utterly lack the power of God. For my husband and I
personally, this would be a picture of the Baptist Church.
This is a warning to the remnant of the Church who are awake but who have let their
guard down since the presidential election was won in our favor in 2016. Please listen to
this...when we thought we would lose our country to that Jezebel, we all got down on
our knees and we prayed. In addition to this, the remnant of God’s people went to war
against the forces of evil that were operating in the election and in Hillary Clinton, the
fake news media outlets, the witches, etc., and God moved mountains. But now we are
at a very critical point and I have strongly sensed that those who really do know the
truth and are awake, are holding back for some reason. If we sit back and do little right
now, it will be too late and we will truly regret it. I can’t stress enough that in the dream,
the regret I felt for having not prepared for what was coming, was truly awful. I just had
to stand there watching those puppies being devoured and there wasn’t a single thing I
could do about it at that point. The parents of the puppies were incapable of protecting
their own children. But my husband and I could have made sure that there were
protective measures in place so that even if their own parents were unable to protect
them, those puppies would have been safe. Can you not see this as a picture of our role
as Christians who need to take offensive and defensive action against the enemy? If we
don’t, who will? The rest of the Church is asleep. Who will fight for the kids if we don’t?
Make no mistake about it...we WILL be held accountable. “For the time is come that
judgment must begin at the house of God: and if it first begin at us, what shall the end
be of them that obey not the gospel of God?” (1 Peter 4:7)
How do we prepare?
First we have to ask God to search our hearts and reveal to us any sin and open
doors to the enemy. Repentance and keeping short accounts with God are key. If
we have undealt with sin, blind areas, and open doors to the enemy that are not
being taken care of in absolute humility and repentance, the powerful devils that
are at work in this world will have us for lunch. If we are going to do any kind of
spiritual warfare against the enemy, we have to make sure we are right with God
and that all doors giving the enemy legal right to our lives are closed.
Next, we have to be open to the still, small voice of God. To be able to discern
that voice we have to get alone with Him and be quiet...listen to what He is saying
to us through the Word. Everything should line up with God’s Word, and nothing
we get should contradict it. Prayer, Bible study, spiritual warfare, faith, abiding
under His holy shadow - these are all SO important.
Lastly, we should really step back and take a look at what kind of church we are
attending. Seriously, so many Christians are attending dead churches - churches that
are linked up with the government through their 501-C3 status. Churches that deny the
works and power of the Holy Spirit and the power and authority of the Christian to be
able to do things like bind and loosen, cast out demons, heal the sick, etc. Yes, I get it,
there are movements out there that have completely abused the office of the Holy Spirit
with their false this and that. But that doesn’t mean we should go too far on the opposite
end of the spectrum either, you know? God is not the author of confusion. He is a God
of balance and order and if we are yielded to Him in humility and faith, He will surely
show us the way to worship Him in Spirit and in truth.

It is time to wake up to the fact that many of the churches are merely dead. It’s
incredibly sad but true. There are so many man-centered churches where the pastor is
so exalted that many are taught to NEVER question him. There is no accountability for
the leadership in churches like this, and there are a lot of things going on behind the
scenes that God’s people are unaware of, namely sexual abuse of children and teens,
misappropriation of funds, and cult-like control over members, just to name a few. I
have personally seen this in the Baptist Church and I’m sure it is taking place in other
denominations too.
Please wake up. If you are reading this right now, get down on your knees and repent if
you’ve been remiss in preparing and fighting in this war that’s all around us. It’s not too
late...yet.
From: Scott Johnson
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 3:21 PM
To: 'Jodi'
Subject: RE: not too late
Jodi: I couldn’t agree more and in regard to the puppies being devoured and the
Baptist church (see the picture below and this is not even from a Christian
website putting this information out, which is typical as the modern day 501c3
church is either asleep or complicit regarding all the pedophilia crimes and child
sex trafficking) this report was literally the next email I received after yours.
Pedophilia Crimes Against Children Inside and Outside the Church - Time to
Acknowledge the Child Sex Trafficking Problem
December 10, 2018 6:34 pm
Commentary by Brian Shilhavy
Editor, Health Impact News
Earlier this year Health Impact News
investigative reporter John P. Thomas
began a series of articles on child sex
trafficking within the Roman Catholic
Church. See:
The Catholic Church and Pedophilia:
Trafficking Children as Sex Slaves
Whistleblowing Priests Killed to
Prevent Exposing Pedophilia
Problem in the Catholic Church?
Other Christians who are not part of the Catholic Church might be tempted to
believe that such horrible crimes could never happen in their particular church or
denomination.
However, the Star Telegram in Fort Worth, Texas has recently published a series
of articles covering an 8-month investigation in the Independent Fundamental
Baptist Churches across the U.S. showing that sexual abuse against children has
been rampant and covered up for years.
See:

Hundreds of sex abuse allegations found in fundamental Baptist churches across
U.S.
These ‘men of God’ sexually abused children. Then they found refuge at other
churches
‘My earliest memory of being molested was when I was 4 years old. It was Sunday
school’
According to their investigative team:
A team of four (Katie Bernard, Jenna Farhat, Cortlynn Stark and Sorayah Zahir)
searched news reports and court filings from across the country for cases of
abuse. Star-Telegram reporter Kaley Johnson put in dozens of records requests
for police reports and court cases.
The Star-Telegram also reviewed court documents, emails, notarized statements,
text messages, notes from contemporaneous conversations, Bible college class
material and books written by independent fundamental Baptist pastors.
The Star-Telegram counted 187 independent fundamental Baptist churches and
affiliated institutions that had been affected by sexual abuse allegations. The StarTelegram included in its count churches where alleged abusers had served before or
after alleged abuse occurred because the allegations could affect the congregants.
Each institution was counted only once, even if it had multiple abusers.
The Star-Telegram found 412 sexual misconduct allegations. Some of the alleged
abusers have only one allegation against them; others have accusers in the
double-digits. Forty-five alleged abusers were permitted to continue serving in
the ministry after allegations were brought to church officials, even sometimes
law enforcement.
In all, the Star-Telegram interviewed over 200 people: Pastors, ex-pastors, exmembers, current members, theologians, people who said they’d been abused
and people who had been convicted of sex crimes.
So Churches, both Catholic and non-Catholic Christian churches, are a huge part of the
child sex trafficking problem in the U.S.
These religious institutions receive significant government funding for foster care
and adoption services, which we have reported for years now is a Child
Trafficking multi-billion dollar business employing hundreds of thousands of
people. See:
The U.S. Foster Care System: Modern Day Slavery and Child Trafficking
Child Kidnapping and Trafficking: A Lucrative U.S. Business Funded by
Taxpayers
Church-sponsored organizations, most also receiving significant government funds, are
necessary for the State to continue taking children away from parents and putting them
into the lucrative foster care and adoption system. Here are a few samples, for example,
of Baptists participating in the foster care business:
Free Will Baptist Children’s Home
Florida Baptist Children’s Homes
Houston’s First Baptist Church
We are not accusing any of these organizations for wrong-doing, or denying that they
do provide some valuable services to their communities, we are simply pointing out that

children are being sexually abused in a corrupt foster care and adoption child trafficking
business, and that includes churches.
Earlier this year, Lisa Wheeler of the National Review published a commentary entitled
“Pro-Life Should Include Foster Care, Too,” criticizing American churches for not
participating more in state-sponsored foster care programs.
However, it is clear that churches are part of the problem, not the solution, when
they allow children to be trafficked, especially to pedophiles. See:
State-funded Foster Care and The Church: Part of the Problem, NOT Part of the
Solution
It is likely that many well-intentioned church members are largely unaware of the
abuses happening in the foster care and adoption system. As Texas Judge Janis
Graham Jack has written in her ruling that the State of Texas’ foster care system is
unconstitutional, abuses within the system (very few children are removed from their
families due to “abuse”) are “the norm:”
Texas’s PMC (Permanent Managing Conservatorship) children have been shuttled
throughout a system where rape, abuse, psychotropic medication, and instability are the
norm.
See: Judge Condemns Texas Foster Care System that Abuses Children as
Unconstitutional
Time for the Public to Wake Up and Understand that Child Sex Trafficking is a
Huge Problem, NOT a Conspiracy Theory
As we have investigated the problem of child sex trafficking, we have discovered
that the problem reaches to the most elite members of society, and that they
depend upon the public not understanding what is happening, or minimizing it
and excusing most reports as “Conspiracy Theories.”
In response to this problem, we recently covered the meeting earlier this year in
Westminster, London by The International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ), as
the court convened over a 3-day period to launch their Judicial Commission of Inquiry
into Human Trafficking and Child Sex Abuse. See:
800K Children in the U.S. Missing Each Year – International Tribunal Exposes
Pedophilia Problem – Victims Testify of Child Sex Trafficking and Satanic Ritual
Abuse
Therefore, in the third installment of John P. Thomas’ investigative reports into child sex
trafficking, we seek to help the public understand the full scope of this horrific problem.
This problem will continue to exist until enough people in the public wake up and decide
something needs to be done to stop these horrible crimes against our most vulnerable
citizens: children.
Crimes Against Children
by John P. Thomas
Health Impact News
Unless the nature of criminal and immoral activities such as child trafficking,
child torture, child rape, trauma-based mind control programming, and child
blood sacrifices on the altars of Satan are clearly understood, it will be difficult to
intervene in the dark system that is consuming perhaps as many as 8 million
children in the world every year. [1]

Acts of child molestation are commonly called pedophilia. Pedophilia is defined as
“child love.” Clearly this term is a misnomer – there is nothing loving about
raping children, feeding children into the sex trade, torturing children and using
mind control techniques to turn them into slaves, or tying them to altars where
they are gang raped prior to being mutilated and killed as an offering to Satan. [1,
2]
Thus, I will not use the word pedophilia in this article, but instead will call the
perpetrators of such evil – pedovores, because they consume children. Another
term that I will use for these people is paedo-predators, because they prey upon
children like snakes or wild beasts prey upon the animals they kill and eat.
Pedovores use children as consumable products. They freely use them for their
sexual gratification, for their financial gain, and for Satanic rituals.
This article is the next installment in the series about child molestation and the
predators who destroy the lives of children. The first two articles focused on the
scandals rocking the Catholic Church.
What our research has uncovered is that the issue of predators destroying the lives of
children are much more widespread than we ever imagined.
The RCC and other religious institutions are not the only perpetrators of crimes
against children. Children are abused in numerous secret societies, in the CIA
and other government agencies, in many different religious organizations, in
families, and in every imaginable program that has been designed to serve the
needs of children.
Child protective services and both the law enforcement and judicial systems
rarely protect children from this abuse, and sadly they often contain pedovore
rings of abusers who perpetrate these crimes against the children they are sworn
to protect, while protecting the pedovores. [1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 15]
Warning – Adult Content
The remainder of this article contains graphic and gruesome descriptions of what
happens to children. I will not sanitize the truth to make the crimes seem less horrific.
Types of Crimes Pedovores Commit against Children
These crimes can be roughly organized into four categories, though there is most
certainly overlap between the crimes: (1) child molestation, (2) child pornography
and prostitution, (3) child sacrifice, and (4) trauma-based mind control slavery.
I will not be discussing child forced labor for manufacturing, the harvesting of
organs from children for transplantation, involuntary medical experimentation, or
the use of child soldiers in war, because I need to limit the scope of these
articles.
Kidnapping and selling/trafficking children are also crimes, which go hand in
hand with some of the other crimes against children. It is the beginning point for
the horrors of abuse that follow.
1. Child Molestation
These children are fondled, exposed to various forms of sexual activity, and
anally, orally or vaginally raped.
These children usually reside in local communities with their parents or
caregivers and are victimized by pedovores who also live in the same

communities. They are usually released by pedovores after molestation.
Sometimes children are killed, but not usually.
The full extent of damage caused by molestation is often not immediately seen.
Molestation is like a slow acting poison – it permeates every aspect of a child’s
life for many years to come.
As these children mature their lives will be marked by dysfunctional relationships,
depressions, low self-esteem, distorted views of sex, mistrust of adults, and immune
system suppression which eventually unfolds in long-term chronic illness. [5, 6]
Comment: Just received this comment about the Baptist church:
On Dec 11, 2018, at 3:05 PM, <j> wrote:
I just read an article last night by that same website, and it was all about the sexual
abuse going on in the Baptist churches. We actually know some of the people in the
article we read last night...these were people that were in our Baptist circle. In fact, my
husband’s old pastor was listed as one of the pastors helping the pervs in the Baptist
movement stay under the radar. I was roommates with our pastor's daughter years ago,
and she was raped by the youth pastor of our church. When she told her dad - the
pastor of our church - he quietly moved that creep out of our church and into some other
poor church. It's what they do. His daughter became a lesbian shortly after I was living
with her. Eventually she ended up marrying one of my husband’s best friends, which
concerned us cuz she was quite a mess. Another man at our Baptist church forced his
daughter to give him oral sex and she choked to death.
My best friend has been through the ringer with her husband because his youth pastor
got him drunk as a teenager and raped him...now my friend's husband is a train
wreck as an adult man. Another one of my close friends…same thing with her husband.
His parents are missionaries and they didn't even press any charges. It's all kept
secret in these Baptist churches. So glad God showed us the truth and got us out of
there.
2. Child Pornography and Prostitution
Children are kidnapped and trafficked into the international sex trade. They can
be raped by the hour and may only live a few years before the physical and
emotional damage is so severe that their captors simply kill them, because they
are no longer useful or profitable. [1]
They are used to make child pornography films and possibly child “snuff films.”
Snuff films show actual film footage of people being raped, tortured, and killed to
stimulate the sexual pleasure of those who purchase the videos on the dark web.
You won’t find links to real snuff films in an internet search since they are
recordings of criminal activities. For this reason, there is considerable
propaganda that suggests that snuff films just don’t exist. [7]
Evidence, however, is strong that recordings of children being tortured, raped,
and killed are being made for high price purchasers who can pay several
thousand dollars per video. [8]
3. Child Torture and Sacrifice
Other children are kidnapped and channeled into dark occult activities where they
are destroyed and consumed in Satanic rituals. Their lives are taken on altars
dedicated to Satan, Lucifer, Moloch, and other “gods” of darkness.

The sacrificial ritual usually begins with gang raping of the child. Children are
further tortured by cutting, stabbing, and other types of mutilation designed to
cause pain and intense fear, which produces high levels of adrenaline in the
blood.
Sometimes the adrenalin-rich blood is consumed by the pedovores to get an
intense adrenalin rush. The pedovores may enjoy watching the child bleed to
death or they may hasten the process of death by dismemberment.
Sometimes babies are burned alive as sacrifices dedicated to Moloch as has been
done for more than 3,000 years. (8)
4. Trauma-Based Mind Control Slavery
Extremely sophisticated techniques of physical torture and emotional abuse are
used to break the consciousness of children into pieces to create children with
multiple personalities.
The most effective programming happens during the first 6 or 7 years of life.
Programming sometimes begins in the womb with electroshock abuse. [3]
The programing is designed to create a permanent replacement for the true self.
The slave is intended to obey their “handlers” and the needs of their secret
organizations. A handler is a person who manages, monitors, and fortifies the
mind control process to be sure the programming does not fail. [3, 9]
Compassion, empathy, independent thinking, and love for others is driven far
underground so that the lives of the mind-controlled slave will be dominated by
greed and lust for power, and obedience to their handlers. [3]
Sometimes the goal of mind control programmers is to create a slave with
multiple personalities who will have multiple lives, which are intended to be
completely disconnected from one another.
These victims are managed by handlers who maintain the programming and
establish tasks for the slave to complete. The handlers are able to use the
programing to force the slave to switch from one personality (alter) to another
and do the bidding of the handler. [9, 10]
The mind control techniques used with children were enhanced after World War II
through research done under the CIA’s MK-Ultra program. Former Nazi
researchers, such as Josef Mengele, were brought to the United States through
Project Paperclip to mastermind and refine these techniques. [9, 10]
Functions of Mind Controlled Slaves
Mind-controlled children are used as sex slaves, presidential level blackmailers,
drug smugglers, high profile entertainers, and world class athletes. [10]
When they reach adulthood, they occupy positions in every profession. They
commonly serve as university faculty, high level religious leaders, corporate
executives, mainstream media workers, and for various other tasks that control
and shape the thinking and behavior of general society. They are also called
Monarch slaves or just Monarchs. [3, 9]
In the extreme, mind control programmers seek to supply the networks of certain
secret Satanic elite groups with a race of mind-controlled zombies. They function
as mindless assassins, crazed gunmen, and agents provocateurs. [9]

It takes many years to program a Monarch mind control slave. Thus, these
children are intended to stay under the control of their handlers for a lifetime [3]
or until they are deemed unfit for the work.
Some are scheduled for being killed at their 30th birthday. [9] Sometimes they are
used as Satanic sacrificial victims when they are no longer seen as valuable.
It is important to note that even though trauma-based mind control programming
involving torture and repeated rape is intended to last for a lifetime, it can fail when
unanticipated events trigger the release of memories.
When this happens, memories of trauma, abuse, and activities committed as slaves
begin to flow into the consciousness of the true self. Sometimes the process starts with
unexplainable nightmares or vivid memory fragments that pop into the mind.
The recollection and assimilation of hidden memories is often a very messy process
with intense emotional volatility. A person might think he or she is going insane as
horrific memories are re-experienced.
The restoration of a unified consciousness (single personality) can be achieved through
the use of various deprogramming techniques and with the assistance of loving helpers.
[3, 9, 10]
How Many Children Go Missing Each Year?
The exact numbers of children who are molested, trafficked, sacrificed on altars,
and subjected to trauma-based mind control every year are not easy to
determine.
According to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, there are
800,000 children who go missing every year in the United States. [11]
Worldwide, the estimate is 8 million missing children. [1]
Some of these children may eventually be found, but many others disappear without a
trace. There are very few mainstream news stories about the topic of missing children..
[11]
Numbers of Unreported Missing and Abused Children
The estimate of 800,000 children in the United States does not include children
without birth certificates.
When breeders produce children for Satanic sacrifices, they do not obtain birth
certificates for them. Comment: Also what about the breeding programs they
have in underground bases (DUMBS)? This number also does not include
planeloads of unregistered children who are illegally brought into the United
States through the clandestine activities of government/military operations and
other black-market enterprises. [1]
This number also does not include the hundreds of thousands of children who
are voluntarily subjected to trauma-based mind control by their parents or caregivers. These children are not missing.
The FBI indicated that it received 464,324 missing children reports in 2017. [12]
The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) indicated that they
responded to 3,633 reports of possible child sex trafficking in 2017. [13]
But what about the other 335,000 out of the estimated 800,000 children who go missing
every year? These children were not reported to the FBI.
What happened to them? The truth is that we just don’t know.

Estimates from people who have investigated Satanic ritual murder indicate that 50,000
children are sacrificed annually [15, 16]
Is the Estimate of 800,000 Missing Children Actually a much Lower Number than
Reality?
It is estimated that more than 30-million Satan worshipers participate in various
secret societies in the United States. These people subject their children to
trauma-based mind control, which at some point will include each of their
children witnessing the sacrifice of a kidnapped child as a key part of the mind
control programming process. [3, 16]
In many cities, the powerful positions occupied by paedo-predators in law
enforcement, in the criminal justice system, in the juvenile court system, and in
Child Protective Services make it nearly impossible to use these organizations to
address the crimes against children. [1, 2, 3, 4, 15]
They will not investigate allegations of trauma-based Satanic mind control programming
or Satanic ritual abuse and sacrifice, because they are under control of certain elite
groups and corrupt officials within their organizations. [3]
The International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ) is investigating the
international network of criminal activity that is abusing children. [14]
Robert David Steele, their Chief Counsel, has been examining the data
concerning the numbers of abused children.
Mr. Steele is the CEO of Earth Intelligence Network. He was recommended for the
Nobel Peace Prize and is a former operations officer of the clandestine service of
the CIA. He was the cofounder of the Marine Corps Intelligence Command. He has
trained over 8,000 intelligence and law enforcement representatives across 66
countries.
Mr. Steele stated in part during his opening remarks of the ITNJ meeting in
Westminster, England in April of 2018: Play: https://youtu.be/PU0YDyThImk
Conclusion: Time to Shine the Light on these Evil Practices
There is a sober tone to these articles, because the topics are so serious.
The good news is that people are waking up to the reality of the crimes that paedopredators are committing against children. Every time a person realizes what is
happening to our children and shares the truth with others, the light of truth shines a
little further into the darkness of the criminal underworld and the operations of certain
elite secret societies who are working to expand their world dominance.
Their plans are being destabilized and will eventually be overturned by the light of truth
as it passes from person to person.
See Also:
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